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Abstract 

Background. Traditional crash-based analysis of road safety at individual sites has its shortcomings due to low numbers and the random nature 

of crashes at individual sites and the related statistical issues, as well as the under-reporting of crashes and lack of information on contributing 

factors and the process preceding crashes. To get around the problem, road safety analysis based on surrogate  measures of safety, i.e. not based 
on crashes, can be used. However, the question whether surrogate measures are valid indicators for safety remains unanswered and only a few 

attempts have actually been made to carry out proper large-scale validation studies. 

Aim. This work presents a methodological approach for a large-scale validation study of surrogate safety indicators focusing on vulnerable 
road users. With only one site analyzed so far, it presents the exploration of the data and of the performance of the technical tools used in the 

study. 

Method. Video-filming and consequent video analysis are used to measure the surrogate safety indicators. In the first step, the video is 
“condensed” using a watchdog software RUBA that selects situations with an encounter of a cyclist or pedestrian and a motor vehicle. At a 

later stage, the trajectories of the individual road users are produced using a semi-automated tool T-Analyst and several surrogate safety 

indicators are tested to set a severity score for an encounter. The performance of the surrogate indicators will be compared to the expected 

number of accidents at each site and availability of the data for developing a safety performance function (SPF) that is country-, manoeuvre- 

and type of VRU-specific are explored.  

Results & Conclusion. From methodological perspective, limited accident data available seriously complicates building a reliable SPF 
(“ground truth”) against which the surrogate safety measures could be validated; some other, “indirect” methods of validation might be 

required. We present also the performance of the software tools and applicability of the various surrogate safety indicators that were tested. 
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1 Background 

The limitations of the traditional crash-based analysis have been repeatedly described in the literature and include 

the random nature and low crash counts at individual sites and the related statistical issues, the under-reporting 

crashes and lack of information describing the process and contributing factors to crashes [1-4]. The surrogate 

methods, on the opposite, enable quick, pro-active and detail-rich safety evaluations by studying traffic events of 

lower severity and thus much more frequent compared to crashes [5]. 

The surrogate safety methods rest on the theoretical assumption of continuity among elementary events in traffic, 

often illustrated with the “safety pyramid” (see Figure 1). The very top of the pyramid represents fatal and injury 

crashes that are the most severe and most rare events in the whole continuum. The bottom of the pyramid, on the 

other hand, represents the “normal” traffic, which takes place most of the time. If the nature of the relation between 

the pyramid “layers” is known, it is possible to estimate the frequency of the rare events (fatal/serious injury 

crashes) based on observation of less severe and more frequent events. 

The term “severity” has been often interpreted as “nearness to a crash as such”. We strongly argue that the more 

correct definition would be “nearness to a personal injury” [6], which is based on the Vision Zero philosophy 

prioritizing elimination of fatal and serious injury crashes over any other crashes with less severe outcomes [7]. 

Both definitions, though quite intuitive, require operationalization in more objective terms to make possible the 

actual construction of the safety pyramid. It is obvious, that the choice of the indicator(s) used to quantify the 

severity has a direct effect on the final pyramid shape and also on the position of an individual event in the safety 

hierarchy (which is the reason for why it is often so difficult to compare results from different surrogate safety 
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studies as they are simply “not compatible” - [8]). Very often, the severity of an event is described by ”nearness” 

of the two road users, either in space [9] or time [10, 11] which can roughly be interpreted as a measure of 

probability for a collision. Another important aspect, however, is the potential outcome of the hypothetical 

collision, i.e. how likely it is to result in serious injuries of the involved road users. This becomes particularly 

important in case the situation involves vulnerable road users (VRUs) that are much likely to be injured compared 

to motor vehicle occupants, even in case of a minor collision. Ideally, these two dimensions should be “weighed” 

together into a single severity measure. This has been implemented in some of the traffic conflict techniques by 

setting arbitrary rules for which severity score should be assigned to events based on collision risk and its potential 

outcomes [12, 13]. Recently, some objective measures have also been suggested [6, 14-16]. 

 
Figure 1. “The safety pyramid” (adopted from [17]). 

The two very important characteristics of any surrogate safety methodology are its reliability and validity [1]. 

Reliability refers to the accuracy of the measurement tools that should remain within the same limits regardless 

of the study site, light, weather and traffic conditions, etc. Thus, the reliability ensures that the differences in the 

measured values are due to actual difference of the underlying parameter of interest and not due to the tool’s 

inadequacy. The use of human observers as the main “tool” in many of the original traffic conflict techniques has 

been constantly questioned and tested as their judgements were expected to be influenced by the emotional state, 

fatigue, loss of attention, etc. [17-19].The development of numerous automated tools during the last decade [1, 20-

27] successfully addresses many of the natural weaknesses of human observers. Though very complex technically 

for the moment, some tracking tools reach nearly 100% accuracy in detection and tracking of all road users [28] 

which can be taken as a very promising indication that the reliability challenge for the surrogate safety 

methodologies will not be a major issue in a very near future. 

The validity refers to the ability of the chosen indicator(s) to actually reflect the desired quality we want to 

measure. In case of the surrogate safety analysis it means a robust relation of the surrogate measure with the 

personal injury crashes expected to occur at the studied site. It is important to understand that the “absolute 

validity” for any method is an idealistic concept that must be pursued, but might be very hard to reach (if ever) 

[29]. Thus, different degrees and types of validity might be acceptable in surrogate safety analysis: 

 Absolute product validity – the ideal case when the expected number of crashes can be inferred from the 

surrogate safety measure, thus allowing to report “traditional” safety indicators like injury crash rates, 

number of lives saved, to make cost-benefit analyses, etc. 

 Relative product validity – if the surrogate measure can indicate the direction of change (improvement or 

deterioration) in safety, but not its absolute extent (expressed as the change in expected number of injury 

crashes). 

 Process validity – similarity in how the real crashes and the surrogate safety events evolve. While it has 

nothing to do with measuring the safety level, much can be learnt about the crash contributing factors that 

otherwise are seldom available in the crash reports and even in-depth studies. 

There has been very few validation studies that actually compared the observed surrogate safety measures and 

some kind of accident data (for a comprehensive review of these efforts we address the reader to [30]). The 

approaches to product validation suggested in the literature can be classified as: 

 Analysis of  the linear correlation between the numbers of observed safety critical events and recorded 

crashes [31]. It turned out quite early that since both crash counts and safety critical events are subjects 

to random variation, the correlation (or its absence) might be often misleading if only few data points are 

available. Moreover, as the traffic safety improved, the crash counts became very low and similar to 

categorical data (“0 crashes” or “1 crash” or “2 crashes”) for which the liner regression methods are not 

really suitable. 
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 Analysis of  the linear correlation between the number of observed safety critical events and the expected 

number of crashes provided by a safety performance function (SPF) (having traffic flow as input) [32]. 

 Analysis of the variance of the ratio between the estimated expected number of crashes and observed 

number of (or estimated expected number of) safety critical events [33, 34]. 

 Analysis of safety performance functions that estimate the expected number of crashes from the number 

of safety critical events (and not flow) [35]. In this case, the relation is not expected to be linear and 

different functional shapes can be tested. 

 Comparison of the expected number of crashes (based on crash history) with the expected number of 

crashes calculated using the extreme value theory methods [36]. 

 Comparison of conclusions from before-after studies based on frequency/location of the safety critical 

events and based on crash history when it becomes available [37]. 

 Analysis of the similarities of the safety performance functions estimating the crash number and critical 

event number based on the traffic flow [38]. 

2 Aim 

This work presents a methodological approach and first results of a large scale validation study of surrogate safety 

indicators focusing on vulnerable road users [39]. Primarily, we focus on the “product validity” (i.e. ability of a 

surrogate measure to estimate the “expected number of accidents”). While the full study will cover observations 

at 27 sites in 7 European countries, this exploratory work is limited to only one site in Denmark. 

3 Algorithm for validation of surrogate safety measures 

The general algorithm is presented in Figure 2. It can be noted from the validation method list in the background 

section, that there are two parallel problems that require solutions: i) detection of the relevant situations in the 

video material and measurement of the surrogate safety indicators to be tested; ii) estimation of the expected 

number of accidents as the direct measure of safety at a studied site (the “ground truth” to compare with). 

 

 

Figure 2. The general validation algorithm. 

The crucial steps of the algorithm are further discussed in detail in the following section. 

4 Case study - Denmark 

4.1 Definition of crash types of interest 

Even though it is desirable to have a universal surrogate safety measure applicable in all possible traffic situations, 

there are some quite strong evidences in literature suggesting that the relation between surrogate measures and 

crashes is not the same for different types of maneuvers and road users involved [33, 40, 41]. It was decided to 

start the analysis of the data disaggregated by crash type and take a decision on the eventual merging of the 

categories at a later stage. The drawback of the disaggregation is, of course, the risk of getting low numbers of 

crashes/surrogate events in each category: priority should therefore be given to the crash types that are relatively 
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frequent. Due to the specifics of the InDeV project, the following additional criteria were set: i) the crash must 

involve a motor vehicle and a vulnerable road user (pedestrian/ cyclist/ moped rider); ii) the crash must result in a 

fatality or serious injury; iii) the crash must occur at an intersection. 

The latest version of the data structure for the European Union crash database CARE (CaDaS – Commom Accident 

Data Set, [42]) contains a crash typology (a set of codes with corresponding sketches) that should have made 

finding the most frequent crash types fulfilling all the criteria a trivial task. However, this part of the CARE is still 

mostly empty as only two countries – German and Denmark – use similar systems at the national level and have 

the data available. Thus, the decision was made based on data from these two countries and complemented by the 

results of manually processed crash records from two large Swedish cities [43]. The finally selected crash types 

chosen are shown Figure 3. It is important to note here that these types are not the most frequent among all crashes, 

but only among those that fulfilled the stated criteria (the absolute leader of serious injuries were in fact single 

falls of pedestrians and cyclists - [43]). 

 

    

a)                                              b)                                                c)                                               d) 

Figure 3. Most frequent crash types selected for further analysis: a, b) motor vehicle right/left - cyclist straight; c, d) 

motor vehicle right/left – pedestrian crossing the intersection approach. 

4.2 Crash history data and safety performance functions 

Quick examination of the crash history (period 2009-2013) from the selected sites revealed that such data is not 

sufficient since the total number of crashes is extremely low (once disaggregated, there is no accident in many 

categories). Therefore, it was decided to use a SPF based on a larger number of sites and having traffic flow as 

input. However, even the number of crashes from 50 similar locations is still extremely low (Table 1) and not 

sufficient for the construction of a completely new SPF. 

 

Table 1. Disaggregated crash records from 50 Danish sites. 

 

    

Crash count from 50 similar 

sites (2009-2013) 
4 2 0 1 

 

An alternative could be to update or adapt an already existing SPF to the given conditions. The systematic review 

of studies on safety-in-number effect by Elvik & Bjørnskau [44] provides a comprehensive list of existing models 

for crash prediction at intersections with pedestraian, bicycle and motor vehicle volumes as input. They note that 

the regression coefficients are very consistent among the reviewed studies. Thus, as a starting point, the following 

equations might be suitable [44]: 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑀𝑉0.5 ∗  𝐶𝑌𝐶𝐿0.43, 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑀𝑉0.5 ∗  𝑃𝐸𝐷0.51 

where MV – annual daily motor vehicle traffic; 

CYCL, PED – annual daily cyclist and pedestrian traffic 

C – scaling parameter. 

Methods for updating accident models can be divided into two categories: i) recalibration of the scaling parameter 

only and ii) re-calibration of all the SPF parameters [45]. Multiple methods have been suggested for both categories 

[45-47]. Regardless of method used, the amount of additional data used to recalibrate a SPF is very important. The 

number of locations depends on the mean number of observed crashes as well as the standard deviation of the 

observed crashes [48]. In this study we collected the accident data from 50 sites which is in line with many other 

studies dealing with model recalibration [44-47]. It must be noted, however, that methodological literature 
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recommends to have much more data, for example according to Shirazi et al. [48], for given crash frequency at the 

selected 50 intersections the recommended number of sites is at least 700.  

4.3 Identification of the encounters 

An encounter is a simultaneous arrival of two road users heading towards a common “conflict zone” that can be 

seen as an elementary event in traffic (or a unit of exposure - [49]) and has the potential to develop into a crash. 

The goal of this step is to find all the encounters that can be observed in video for further processing. After initial 

pre-viewing of the situations taking place, it becomes apparent that “simultaneous arrival” does not always result 

in a clear interaction, therefore a set of additional operational rules were set on how to treat groups of cyclists/ 

pedestrians, situations of a “protected passage”, etc. 

To detect the encounters in video, we applied a watchdog software RUBA [50]. The basic functional unit of RUBA 

is a detector (a certain area of the image monitored for changes). Detection of presence, motion or motion in a 

certain direction is possible. By strategically placing the detectors and defining the rules for temporal relations 

between the detectors’ activations, it is possible to find the “simultaneous arrivals” of the two road users. 

Since the number of encounters during the filmed three-week period is rather high, it is very valuable if at least 

some indication of their severity can be produced already at this stage so that the most severe ones can be given a 

priority in the analysis. Having this problem in mind, two strategies for placing the detectors in RUBA have been 

considered: 

 The individual detectors are placed in the conflict zone (Figure 4a). 

 The individual detectors are place before the conflict zone (Figure 4b). 

 

          
a)                                                                                             b) 

Figure 4. Location of the RUBA detectors car left – cyclist straight conflict: a) in the conflict zone; b) before the conflict 

zone. 

The advantage of the first approach is that the time difference between the end of the activation of the first detector 

and start of the activation of the second detector is virtually equal to Post-Encroachment Time (PET). However, 

closer examination of the encounters and their severity ranking obtained by this method revealed two problems. 

First, when PET values get low (below 1 second), both road users are still visible in the “conflict zone” creating 

complex motion pattern which is often misinterpreted by RUBA, particularly affecting the start and end times of 

the activation of both detectors. Thus, for the situations expected to be most relevant for our purposes, the PET 

estimates are most unreliable (usually, overestimated by 2-3 seconds). The second problem is related to the 

property of the PET-indicator as such. In case one road user brakes heavily just before the “conflict zone” to avoid 

a collision, it might take several second until it finally starts moving again and activates the detector. It means, 

again, that a very severe situation will not be ranked as severe and potentially will not be analyzed at all if the 

selection of situation would be based on the criteria of low PET-value. 

In the second case, the detectors are placed before the “conflict zone” and thus the simultaneous arrival is better 

reflected regardless to what evasive action is taken at a later stage. However, since the speeds of the road users are 

unknown (except for the fact that speeds are high enough to be considered a motion), it is not possible to separate 

situations with high speeds and collision course from situations when the car is “crawling” forward giving the way 

to the cyclist. 

Without the ability to reliably rank the detected encounters, it was decided to select one day for which ALL the 

encounters are processed. This provides a relatively good picture of the frequency distributions for the events of 

“average” severity, but very uncertain estimates for the “severe end” of the distribution which would be based on 

very few situations. To compensate for that, the remaining detections from all other days are watched by an 
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observer who picks out only the situations expected to be severe. The instruction given to the observer is to include 

rather than exclude the situation when in doubt to make sure that none of the relevant events is missed.  

Figure 5 shows the detectors used for the first studied intersection. All the detectors are based on the directed 

motion except for the pedestrian that is a simple presence detector (pedestrians are too small and “noisy” to allow 

for stable motion direction detection). It was also necessary to have an additional car detector in front of the 

pedestrian crossing since the turning cars often stop in the middle of the intersection when interacting with on-

coming traffic or bicyclists. 

 

         

a)                                b)                                    c)                                    d)                                e) 

Figure 5. RUBA detectors used in the pilot study: a) right-turning car; b) left-turning car; c) cyclist; d) car in front of the 

pedestrian crossing; e) pedestrian. 

Table 2 shows the results from the individual detections during five complete days compared to manual counts. It 

must be noted that the detectors were tuned so that the number of misses is minimal which results is rather high 

amount of false alarms. It was not the purpose to use the detectors as a traffic counting instrument. 

 

Table 2. Results of RUBA individual detectors compared to the manual counts (5 days). 

 Manual counts 

(ground truth) 
RUBA 

Bicycles 5885 7494 (+27%) 

Pedestrians 5595 9844 (+76%) 

Cars left 1576 3761 (+139%) 

Cars right 1783 3374 (+89%) 

Cars in front of 

pedestrian crossing 
2610 5684 (+118%) 

 

The high number of false alarms for left-turning cars and the cars in front of the pedestrian crossing are explained 

by triggers from the straight going traffic (from left to right in the image). Since those are separated in time with 

the studied pedestrian/cyclist flows, these false alarms are easily removed at a later stage. 

Table 3 shows the results of the encounter detector from RUBA based on temporal overlap (with a margin of 5 

seconds) of the individual detector activations. For each encounter detection, an image containing two frames 

corresponding to the instances of activation of each individual detector was saved (like the ones shown in Figure 

4). These turned out to be very efficient for visual checking of the results and removing situations when detectors 

were activated by birds, large vehicles, etc. The “automated detections” are compared to the manually selected 

encounters. Strictly speaking, after the visual check the automated detections are correct as they represent a 

simultaneous arrival of a car and a pedestrian/bicyclist. However, the additional rules set for treatment of the 

groups of bicyclists/pedestrians resulted in that the manual detections are much lower in amount. Only 5 situations 

detected manually were missed by the automated detector. In all cases, it was odd situations with bicyclist delayed 

for some reason in the middle of the intersection and thus having an encounter with a car arriving much later. 

In total, the 24 hours of video was compressed to 1093 detection, which corresponds to approximately 4.5 hours 

(15 seconds per detection). Moreover, many of the detections overlap which means that the total “watching time” 

is even lower (estimated to 3.5 hours). That is an 85 % reduction in the amount of video to be manually checked. 
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Table 3. Results of RUBA encounter detections compared to the manual detections (1 day). 

 

RUBA 

(auto-combined) 
RUBA 

(after visual control) 
Manual 

(ground truth) 

 

393 233 (-41%) 65 

 

496 373 (-25%) 115 

 

1146 487 (-58%) 141 

 

4.4 Trajectory production and calculation of safety indicators 

For further analysis the semi-automated tool T-Analyst [51] is used. The software allows navigating through video 

frame by frame, marking each road user in the image and thus producing their trajectories (in world-co-ordinate 

system) and speed profiles. The screenshot of the program is shown in Figure 6. Processing of one encounter takes 

about 4-5 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 6. Screenshot of T-Analyst software [27]. 

 

Based on the trajectory and speed data, many surrogate safety indicators can be calculated. For this exploratory 

study, we selected the indicators that are already implemented in T-Analyst (but more indicators are planned to be 

tested): 

 The minimum Time-to-Collision, TTCmin [52]; 

 Post-Encroachment Time, PET [11]; 

 T2
min, time of arrival of the second road users to the potential collision point [53]; 

 Extended DeltaV4 [6]. 
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Not every indicator can be calculated for each situation (see Table 4), for example, TTC cannot be calculated for 

situations without a collision course. 

The distribution of the calculated surrogate indicators are presented in Figure 7-Figure 10. 

Table 4. Encounters and safety indicators that can be calculated. 

 

    

Total number of encounters 65 115 71 70 

Encounters with a calculable 

TTCmin value 
4 15 35 17 

Encounters with a calculable 

PET value 
65 115 71 70 

Encounters with a calculable 

T2
min value 

65 112 65 70 

Encounters with a calculable 

Extended DeltaV4 value 
10 37 2 3 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of TTCmin values. 

 

Figure 8. Distribution of PET values. 

 

Figure 9. Distribution of T2
min values. 

 

Figure 10. Distribution of Extended DeltaV4 values. 

5 Discussion & conclusions 

First of all, this work confirms that crash data at an individual site is too sparse to be used for any meaningful 

analysis. Even an attempt to develop a SPF using data from a large number of similar locations does not seem to 

be problem-free. The recommendations found in literature about 500-700 sites necessary to develop (or just update 

an existing) SPF are not practically feasible unless the main goal of the study is the development of the SPF itself 

and proper resources can be assigned to do such enormous data collection. From the perspective of the validation 

of surrogate safety measures, this creates a serious challenge: it is very difficult to prove that an indicator is an 

actual surrogate measure of safety if the “ground truth” has as much, if not more, uncertainty as surrogate-based 

predictions, as was found in some earlier validation studies [54, 55]. On the other hand, this is a very strong 

argument for further development and use of the surrogate safety methods as it appears that the crash data is not 
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about to improve in quality or increase in number in the future. To develop some other, “indirect” ways of 

validation of surrogate safety measures might be a future challenge for the researchers. 

It is not possible to draw any conclusion on the validity of the tested surrogate safety indicators from only one site. 

However, some observations on the data characteristics can already be made. It is quite notable that TTC, the 

indicator most frequently used in surrogate safety studies, is calculable in very few cases. Our hypothesis is that, 

indeed, in many situations seeming to have a collision course the road users are in fact separated with a tiny time 

gap, which becomes apparent when TTC is calculated using correct dimensions of the road users and accurate and 

realistic trajectories. Therefore, T2
min appears to be much more relevant indicator as it can be calculated for 

situations with and without a collision course (T2
min equals TTC in case of a collision course). Another dimension 

of the problem is that in turning maneuvers for obvious reason the speed does not remain constant as the “classical 

definition” of TTC suggests [52]. Therefore, more advanced methods for future motion prediction might be 

necessary (as, for example, discussed in [56]). 

Extended DeltaV is another promising indicator as it takes into account both the nearness to collision and the 

potential consequences of it. This is particularly relevant in case of vulnerable road users that are more prone to 

sustain injuries even in case of a minor collision. However, again, the number of situations that can be analyzed 

with this indicator is very limited. 

The length of the observation periods that have been used for surrogate safety studies vary from few hours to 

several days [30]. In this project, we aim at analyzing three weeks of data per site which is to our knowledge the 

longest period ever used. However, the initial results indicate that for some conflict definitions (for example, 

commonly used TTCmin<1.5) the total number of serious situations might still be very low, indicating that possibly 

even longer observations should be used. This, however, might turn out to be a practical constrain that makes the 

method less attractive for practitioners. On the other hand, with sufficient automation of the data collection and 

processing, the additional cost for analyzing a few extra weeks might not be very large compared to the initial 

costs related to camera installations, calibration of the settings in the video processing tools, etc. 

The tools used in this study have greatly improved the efficiency and accuracy of the video data processing 

compared to traditional work of human observers. However, some additional functions are still needed. For the 

watchdog RUBA it is crucial that some speed-related measure is introduced in the detectors so that high-speed 

situations (potentially more severe) can be distinguished from low-speed (and less severe) ones. The detection of 

the arrivals in its current version, though not perfect, makes the tool already quite efficient for removing irrelevant 

video parts. Applied on thermal video in this study, RUBA showed good performance in day and night conditions, 

which somewhat deteriorated in presence of rain and fog. Still, it appears that thermal data is more “stable” 

compared to traditional RGB video, which is considerably affected by light variations, shadows, glare on wet 

asphalt, etc. Closer examination of how the thermal data changes in precipitation conditions might help to stabilize 

the performance of RUBA during longer observation periods that would normally contain both sunny and rainy 

days. 

The production of trajectories in T-Analyst is probably the most labor-intensive and mundane part of this study 

and automation of this task is highly desirable. On the other hand, in a “regular” surrogate safety study (not aiming 

at validating the method), the total number of selected events to process might not be very high and the additional 

time spent on the manual production of the trajectories might thus be balanced by the advantages of the higher 

accuracy obtained as well as the quality control of the produced data. Another benefits of careful examination of 

each detected event is a much better understanding of the interaction/crash process that otherwise might be lost 

when more automated methods are used. 
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